Cadillac srx 3 6 engine diagram

In they were able to massage another 4 hp out of this V-6 engine to boost the horsepower to
making it the most powerful standard engine in a crossover. Considering the 6. And there is
quite a healthy list of vehicles that use this engine as a standard equipment options. Including
the now departed Pontiac and Saturn line of automobiles. Although this same design engine
had been around as a 2. Back then it was only in the hp range. When they added variable valve
timing and direct injection they were easily able to push this horsepower well above horses. The
power and weight ratio of this engine is truly a design marvel. The block of the 3. This would
allow room for evolution of this platform that someday may be the largest GM engine offered?
So I posted this engine belt diagram for the GM V-6 3. And for a list of all of my posted belt
diagrams you can head back to the main page for engine belt diagrams. Or return to the
homepage for the online auto repair blog. Testing automotive AC 5. With over 25 years
experience professionally at dealership level. The vehicle has thousand miles on it. It has a
horrible timing chain rattle. Looking for timing reference marks. Since this is a interference
engine I want to make positive sure these marks are dead on. Are the idler sprockets only
sprockets or are they balance shafts as well? What drives the oil pump? The VVT controler is
putting tention on the chain and just like alot of other makes and models you must find a
technique to hold the cams from turning while setting up the cam timing Just need a basic
diagram for the three timing chains and all the sprockets. Double sorry because I own an 09
SRX with the same engine. Which leaves the one your working on out in the cold. BUT You can
get access to alldata diy for 9. Skip to content. Because of my advanced age I could be
considered old school and really only have respect for V-8 engines. The 3. Expert Auto Repair
Tip: Take it from someone who knows Having the online repair manual is a life-saver when it
comes to DIY auto repair and maintenance. Whether you are working on a Ford , BMW , Dodge ,
or something more exotic; we probably have the manual you need. What is interesting is that
they are using separate belts for the alternator and water pump and the compressor and power
steering pump. To mention a few more of the many different models we can start with the Buick
Lacrosse and the Rendezvous. Displacing 4. The related Northstar System was Cadillac's
trademarked name for a package of performance features introduced in mid that coupled the
4T80E transmission, a , mile service interval, road sensing suspension, variable power steering,
and 4-wheel disc brakes to the Division's high-output and high-torque Northstar engines. GM
ceased production of the Northstar in The Blackwing was effectively the successor to the
Northstar V8, though not mechanically related. It was the first Cadillac-exclusive V8 since the
Northstar's discontinuation in At the time it was GM's corporate policy not to pass the gas
guzzler tax on to the consumer. Cadillac was developing new models which they hoped would
compete against the best luxury cars from BMW , Mercedes-Benz , and Asian rivals like Lexus ,
Acura , and Infiniti. This group of features became known as the Northstar System. Central to it
was a high-tech V8 with the performance and sophistication to compete with an ever-expanding
list of imported challengers. The lower crankcase assembly supported the crankshaft without
conventional main bearing caps. An oil manifold plate with an integrated silicone gasket forms
the oil gallery under this. A typical oil change used 7. GM specified cast-iron cylinder liners and
the cast aluminum pistons included valve clearance. Northstar is an interference engine : the
valves will strike the pistons if they lose timing. It has bronze piston pin bushings and
free-floating piston pins. GM used cast aluminum cylinder heads featuring 4 valves per cylinder.
The heads used dual overhead cams driven through the "maintenance-free" cam-drive chain
case. The cams act directly on hydraulic lifters on the ends of the valves and are fed with a
lubrication passage drilled through the cylinder head lengthwise. The cam covers are
magnesium for light weight and sound damping. Sequential fuel injection was delivered via
eight thermoplastic tubes. Ignition was distributorless , with a waste spark setup. The
powertrain control module PCM controlled spark and fuel injection timing as well as the shift
points for the new four-speed, transverse GM 4T80 transmission. All engines of this family
share the same Northstar bellhousing pattern. One notable feature advertised at the time was
the "limp home" fail-safe mode, which allowed the engine to continue running for a limited time
without any coolant. Supplying fuel to only one cylinder bank in turn, the engine would "air
cool" the inactive bank. Another unusual feature of some heavily electronic-laden
Northstar-equipped cars such as the Seville , DeVille , and Eldorado is a liquid-cooled
alternator. Although this was intended to prolong alternator life, GM reverted to a traditional
air-cooled setup for to eliminate potential leak points and extraneous tubing. VVT was devised
for the longitudinal LH2 version, and has not, to date, been used on the transverse front wheel
drive engines due to packaging considerations. Early Northstar required premium grade
gasoline to run safely. The Northstar was sold exclusively by that name by Cadillac for over a
decade before being introduced in the Pontiac Bonneville and Buick Lucerne. However, the 4.
The engine received a forged steel crankshaft in October Cadillac had planned to introduce a

V12 Northstar this decade, likely for use in the Escalade , but economics and new CAFE
standards killed the idea. The engines were revised for with coil-on-plug ignition and roller
follower valvegear for improved fuel economy and reduced emissions. Though power output
did not change, this update made premium fuel merely recommended, rather than required. All
but the supercharged Northstars displaced 4. The block is believed to be capable of expansion
up to 5. The Northstar was on the Ward's 10 Best Engines list for , , and Later versions of the
Northstar engine included the 4. The 4. It is tuned for responsiveness and power, while the later
LD8 is designed for more sedate use. The L37 code had been used on all high-output transverse
Northstars, even as the exact engine specifications evolved. The compression ratio for the L37
is Vehicles using the L37 include:. Introduced in , it is designed to provide more torque than the
high-revving L The LD8 code had been used on all torque-tuned transverse Northstars, even as
the exact engine specifications evolved. Compression ratio is The revision is quieter than
previous Northstar engines, due to hydraulic engine mounts, and performs better due to a tuned
intake system. It was modified substantially in for longitudinal rear- and all-wheel drive use in
the STS , SRX , and XLR , as well as receiving continuously variable valve timing on both intake
and exhaust sides. The addition of variable valve timing enables most of the increase in power
from the L37 and LD8 Northstars. The bore was reduced for increased strength and improved
head gasket sealing. Variable valve timing is used on both the intake and exhaust sides. The
L47 Aurora engine was a special V8 designed for the Oldsmobile Aurora , based on the
Northstar engine, used during the and model years. It is a DOHC 4. The L47 had a Although
most of the Northstar's features, including the coolant loss system, remained intact, the
decreased bore increased weight unacceptably. To reduce it, Oldsmobile used a one-piece
glass-filled thermoplastic intake manifold and simplified AC Rochester sequential fuel injection.
A new die-cast structural aluminum oil pan incorporated baffling to reduce oil starvation in hard
driving. A starter interlock prevented the starter from engaging if the quiet L47 was already
running. An early version or prototype of this engine was used in the 2nd generation
Oldsmobile Aerotech. Both engines retained the 4. The Aurora engine was introduced in for the
model year, and General Motors has not used this engine since the retirement of Oldsmobile in
It is based on the L47 Aurora V8, which is itself based on the Northstar engine, so engineers
called it the Short North, though Oldsmobile fans have taken to calling it the Shortstar. It is not a
simple cut-down V8. It has chain-driven dual overhead cams and four valves per cylinder, but is
an even-firing design with a split-pin crankshaft similar to the Buick engine. The LX5 displaced
3. Bore and stroke is It was also one of GM's first engines to use coil-on-plug ignition.
Compression ratio is 9. The cost of building this engine was high, and it was not used in many
vehicles. It was said at the time that a family of premium V6s would follow, with displacements
ranging from 3. This contrasts starkly with competitors practices of evolving engineering over
multiple, continuously improving designs. As with the Aurora V8, production stopped with the
demise of Oldsmobile. The 3. Many Northstar engines became well known for their tendencies
to experience head gasket failure. The issue manifested itself not as a "true" head gasket
failure, but as a head bolt failure. The problem would occur when the engine, being of an
aluminum construction, ran hot for periods of time; the head bolts would "pull" out of the
"softer" aluminum block as compared to iron blocks , resulting in a loss of coolant into the
combustion chamber. These failures caused engines to run very hot and overheat, furthering
the problem. Repairs are notoriously expensive, as the engine itself needs to be completely
removed from the chassis to do a proper repair. The most common years of the head gasket
issue, by far, are In , Cadillac lengthened the head bolts, which decreased the chance of having
the failure; however, it did not eliminate the issue entirely. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. Motor vehicle engine. Cadillac High Technology engine V8. Archived from the original
on Retrieved The Aurora by Oldsmobile , Better in every respect. Retrieved on June 28,
Northstar Performance. Categories : Cadillac engines Automotive technology tradenames
introductions V6 engines V8 engines Gasoline engines by model. Hidden categories: Articles
with short description Short description is different from Wikidata Articles needing additional
references from August All articles needing additional references All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from August Wikipedia articles needing
clarification from December Articles with unsourced statements from August Commons
category link is on Wikidata Official website different in Wikidata and Wikipedia. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. General Motors. DOHC 4
valves x cyl. Twin-turbo in Northstar LMP program only. Cadillac Eldorado ETC. Cadillac Seville
STS. Buick Lucerne Super. Cadillac Eldorado ESC. Cadillac Seville SLS. Cadillac DeVille

Concours. Cadillac DeVille. Wikimedia Commons has media related to General Motors Northstar
engine. P in the Cadillac SRX is predominantly caused by a few different things. It is typically
thrown when the Crankshaft Position Sensor and the Camshaft Position Sensor are out of
alignment by a certain number of degrees, or if there is an issue with the wiring, or one of the
sensors themselves may have gone bad. P refers to which camshaft position sensor is out of
time with the Crankshaft. P should be considered an important trouble code to diagnose and
repair. When this timing is off, the engine will typically not run or barely run. Here are the most
common causes of P in the SRX, as well as diagnostic advice, and resources to further explore.
One of the most common causes of P in any vehicle is going to be wiring issues. This is a great
place to start diagnosing P in your SRX. After examining the wiring harness, it would be time to
check the sensors themselves. We linked to a great video showing you how to do so directly
below. How to test a crankshaft or camshaft sensor YouTube. Camshaft Position Sensor
Amazon. The timing chain or belt will throw cause P to throw. This will happen when it has
stretched or jumped a tooth or two. If it jumps more than a few teeth, the odds are that the
engine itself will not run at all. Many manufacturers particularly Japanese Automakers have very
strict timing chain service intervals. Even the slightest misalignment can cause P Timing Chain
Jumped Symptoms and Diagnosis. The Crankshaft Sensor is going to use a tone or reluctor
ring to determine the position of the Crank. This ring uses notches that are scanned by the
Crank Sensor in order to get an accurate position. If this ring fails, the SRX will not be able to
get an exact crank position. The camshaft typically will have a ring that provides the same
function. That is a very good indication that there is an issue with it. If there is anything you
would like to add, please leave a comment below. Wiring Issues One of the most common
causes of P in any vehicle is going to be wiring issues. Make sure to check the harness where it
plugs into both sensors as well. In they were able to massage another 4 hp out of this V-6
engine to boost the horsepower to making it the most powerful standard engine in a crossover.
Considering the 6. And there is quite a healthy list of vehicles that use this engine as a standard
equipment options. Including the now departed Pontiac and Saturn line of automobiles.
Although this same design engine had been around as a 2. Back then it was only in the hp
range. When they added variable valve timing and direct injection they were easily able to push
this horsepower well above horses. The power and weight ratio of this engine is truly a design
marvel. The block of the 3. This would allow room for evolution of this platform that someday
may be the largest GM engine offered? So I posted this engine belt diagram for the GM V-6 3.
And for a list of all of my posted belt diagrams you can head back to the main page for engine
belt diagrams. Or return to the homepage for the online auto repair blog. Testing automotive AC
5. With over 25 years experience professionally at dealership level. The vehicle has thousand
miles on it. It has a horrible timing chain rattle. Looking for timing reference marks. Since this is
a interference engine I want to make positive sure these marks are dead on. Are the idler
sprockets only sprockets or are they balance shafts as well? What drives the oil pump? The
VVT controler is putting tention on the chain and just like alot of other makes and models you
must find a technique to hold the cams from turning while setting up the cam timing Just need a
basic diagram for the three timing chains and all the sprockets. Double sorry because I own an
09 SRX with the same engine. Which leaves the one your working on out in the cold. BUT You
can get access to alldata diy for 9. Skip to content. Because of my advanced age I could be
considered old school and really only have respect for V-8 engines. The 3. Expert Auto Repair
Tip: Take it from someone who knows Having the online repair manual is a life-saver when it
comes to DIY auto repair and maintenance. Whether you are working on a Ford , BMW , Dodge ,
or something more exotic; we probably have the manual you need. What is interesting is that
they are using separate belts for the alternator and water pump and the compressor and power
steering pump. To mention a few more of the many different models we can start with the Buick
Lacrosse and the Rendezvous. The 3. Despite its displacement, the new engine is quite efficient,
with an Read more The SRX is offered in front-wheel-drive or all-wheel-drive models. A
horsepower, 3. Despite its displacement, the new engine is quite efficient, with an
EPA-estimated fuel economy of 17 city and 24 highway in front-wheel drive models. A so-called
"Eco" mode stretches efficiency to one additional mile per gallon. The all-wheel-drive system in
the SRX can move all available torque to either the front or rear wheels as needed, and it can
also divide torque from side to side, so as to allow especially strong grip, even under power on
slick roads. And with the base engine, the tow rating is 3, pounds -- enough for a small boat or a
pair of jet-skis. The driving experience in the SRX is sophisticated and refined, thanks to the
available continuously variable real-time damping system, which adjusts shock rates to road
conditions. Speed-sensitive rack-and-pinion steering gives a sporty feel of the road, and
electronic stability control is standard, along with anti-lock brakes. The SRX has space for five
adults in its two seating rows. A cargo management system in back includes a retractable cargo

fence to restrain smaller items, along with a track system. The back seats fold flat to expand
cargo space when they're not in use. Materials in the SRX include hand-cut and hand-sewn
instrument-panel trim and soft leather upholstery, with matte-metallic accents. The SRX builds
on the angular, beveled design theme that most Cadillac vehicles now have, with a prominent
center control stack flanked by big, vertical vents. Standard equipment on the SRX is very
generous and includes dual-zone automatic climate control, heated outside mirrors, keyless
entry, cruise control, steering-wheel controls and an MP3-compatible Bose 8-speaker CD sound
system with XM tuner. A Luxury Collection package adds lots more, including heated seats,
more seat adjustability, wood trim, rain-sensing wipers, a sunroof, a power liftgate, heated
steering wheel, remote start and LED lighting accents. The Performance Collection package
adds inch painted cast aluminum wheels with H-rated tires and upgraded steering, plus a
navigation system, a rearview camera, and Bose surround-sound audio with a 40GB hard drive,
rear-seat audio controls and iPod interface. A top-of-the-line Premium Collection adds
ventilated seats, heated rear seats, 3-zone climate control and forward collision alert as well as
a lane departure warning and adaptive headlights. Close this There's a problem loading this
menu right now. Cadillac SRX. Read more. The SRX is offered in fron
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